
 

 

 

 

Choose largest selection of BMW Wheel 

Spacers for your wheels 

 

 

 

Shop for BMW Wheel Spacers online!! Before that, you need to be aware of wheel spacers that what 

they are and how they work. When it comes to a Wheel Spacer, it is a mechanical part that makes a 

space between your wheel and the original wheel mounting surface. They are simple machined pieces of 

metal. Wheel spacers are widely used for different reasons including adding up track width to a vehicle, 

assisting to clear brakes, or making ease tire rubbing. 

Why Do BMW Wheel Spacers Important? 

Improve Overall Look- The best part is wheel spacers can enhance the look of your BMW as well as it is 

widely used by most BMW owners to obtain a powerful stance and an aggressive look. Undoubtedly, 

original OEM fitments of wheels ensure a good space between the fender, the wheel and the tire. Using 

these wheel spacers is the most convenient way to 

close this gap and gives a more pleasing and powerful 

stance on the road. 

Add Clearance- 

This is yet another reason to use wheel spacers. They 

ensure clearance for aftermarket suspension and big 

brake kits. It enables you to fit larger brake packages 

easily with no hassle. So the brake will improve the 

stopping power of your BMW and make your car 

ready for a spin in great performance and racing 

scenarios to get the best out of them.Fix Wheel 



Offsets- When it comes to aftermarket BMW wheels, they may not offer a suitable fitment for your 

particular BMW. This is where wheel spacers play a major role in correcting a wheel offset by pushing it 

out further. When a wheel offset is too high, it leads to various problems such as poor stance and 

appearance as well as tire rubbing. This is where wheel spacers for BMW will fix the offset when the 

wheel offsets are too high, but not offsets are too low. 

 

Enhance Handling Performance- As the wheel 

spacers further space your BMW wheels, it makes 

your BMW more stable and corner better. They 

offer a great impact without adding weight and 

expense. 

Choose A Perfect Size Of BMW Wheel Spacers- 

Choosing the right size of wheel spacers for your 

BMW will depend on different factors such as 

specific suspension setup, wheels, tire brand, and so 

on. You need to calculate the amount of tire to 

fender clearance as this space is your required spacer size. 

Buy BMW Wheel Spacers online- 

There are different brands of wheel spacers 

available to select from. You need a reliable 

supplier for the best deal. Professional suppliers 

offer the largest selection of Billet Wheel Spacers 

for your wheels and these products are made from 

premium quality billet aluminium that ensures 

durability and high performance. They are specially 

designed to fit your new needs. 

Don’t worry if you are still not sure about the right 

size of your wheel spacers. You just browse their 

selection of wheel spacers of almost every make 

and model. You can also get custom spacers for 

your vehicle. 

For the best quality BMW Wheel Spacers, visit website. You can also get custom spacers for your 

vehicle. 

 

 

https://www.ezaccessory.com/BMW_Wheel_Spacers_s/155.htm
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4934 Walnut Grove Ave #108 

San Gabriel, CA, 91776, USA 

Phone: 800-505-8758 

Email: pmezaccessory@gmail.com  
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